South Carolina's gold mines once produced millions, and a yearly
festival gives tribute to this heritage. Against today's skyrocketing gold
prices, rumors of site testing continually surface.

LeglCJof

by Kay B. Day photographs by Phillip Jones
Gaping into the earth in many
wooded areas in the state are the remains of at least 58 gold mines which
were active in 1859. These long silent
darkened shafts yielded arotmd $11 million to the state's economy during a 150year span. In addition, there are more
than 130 known sources of gold here. Yet
today, commercial gold mining is virtually obsolete. Apparently the only prospectors striking anything now are local
types with self-styled equipment, a good
knowledge of locale and a solid case of
fever resulting from picking all sizes of

pieces from dark silt and gravel scooped
from a promising bed.
Parts of South Carolina lie in the narrow gold belt that extends from the
Potomac southward into Alabama. Gold
was first processed here in 1829, and

there were three phases of mining, all
ending upon the advent of wars. The
first began with gold's discovery near
Greenville arotmd 1800 and ended with
the chaos of the Civil War in 1865. This
phase was overshadowed, in part, by
the California Gold Rush. The second
phase began arotmd 1866 and ended in
1917 with Y\brld War I. Production during this phase amotmted to a little over
2.5 million dollars. The third period, which started in 1931, ended
in 1942 when the federal government officially closed gold
mines to utilize the la bo:r
force for mining base metals.
The Haile Mine in Lancaster
COtmty, having produced more
than half of the gold mined
here, is the largest and most productive in South Carolina. In
the early period of mining at the
Haile, the Confederate Army had
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a vague arrangement with the owners,
and obtained gold to support the cause.
General Sherman razed the operation
at the end of the war.
From then until 1888, gold was mined
to a depth of 25 feet, and the process
became increasingly difficult, for it was
necessary to separate the gold from sulfides in this low-grade ore. It was in 1899
that Dr. Adolph Thies developed the famous "Thies Barrel Chlorination Process," which solved the sulfide problem.
The mine became so financially successful that prominent miners and industry representatives visited frequently.
A community formed in Lancaster
County as the mine remained profitable
and Captain Ernest Thies, Dr. Thies's
son, took over management about 1904.
There were quite a few homes, a store,
post office, stamp mill and processing
plant there. "Captain Ernest" ran the operation, employing 175 workers, until a
boiler explosion eliminated both him
and the stamp mill plant in 1908. The
mine never produced magnificently
again.

Page 35: Left-The heritage of gold mining
in McCormick is evident in the naming of
a major street there. Upper circle-Pete
Nash pans at the Reed Gold Mine near
Charlotte. Below - Cart stands linger
silently at the Reed
Mine.

A delightful account of life at Haile
Mine is available in a book by Clyde
Pittman, whose father Joe was the stationary engineer at the stamp mill and
barely missed losing his life in the explosion. In "Death of a Gold Mine" (R. L.
Bryan, 1972), Clyde Pittman describes
life at the Haile around 1905:
It is true that we did not have the swinging

door saloon or the dance hall girls, but we did
have blind tigers aplenty. Whiskey flowed.
There'were no cowboys or gunmen with their
Colt 45s tied down to their legs swaggering
about, but most everyone at the Mine packed
a weapon. This would be either a very sharp
knife, a razor, or in most cases an Iver
Johnson 32. Also there were a few of our
ladies who packed a very sharp tongue.
. . . There was considerable sporting blood

at the Mine. We had everything but the
roulette wheel. Dice, poker, card games oJ
every kind flourished. Of course, we did not
have the open gambling hall, but I will say
that you did not have to walk very far or to
look very hard to sit into a game . .. .
But our people at the Mine were not really
bad. In fact, I do not believe that I can remember anyone ever being shot and killed at
the Mine . ...

t}-

For the past 20 years, mica has been
mined at the Haile by Mineral Mining
Company located in Lancaster. The large
expanse of land is pockmarked by gigantic open pits and fragmented remains of
the old structures of Dr. Thies's day.
Countless pieces of quartz lie about,
possibly as the result of dynamite used
in the past to pry loose the earth's treasures.
Southwest of Lancaster, the Dorn
Mine in McCormick ranks second in
South Carolina gold production. Reportedly, the Spanish explorer Hernando
de Soto was the first to search this area
for the shiny metal, only to be thwarted
by the Indians.
Today the street that intersects Main
Street is called Gold Street. Gold was
officially discovered here by Billy Dorn
in 1852. Someone had brought Dorn a
piece that had been found on his property. Dorn began to search and struck
gold practically in the middle of town

Far left and left-Only remnants of the
Haile processing plant still stand in Lancaster, in comparison to the photograph
below of a gold chlorination plant
operating there in 1905.
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near the site of the current post office .
The Dom Mine reportedly produced
$300,000 in about 16 months.
Until around 1880 the town was called
Dom Mine Community, but after inventor Cyrus McCormick donated land to
the town, it was changed to its present
name. Some enthusiasts still search. the
remains of Dom's home, Oak Grove, for
gold that legend claims is buried around
the grounds. A group oflocal fellows pan
for gold as a hobby.
Lewis "Sleepy" Scruggs of McCormick
describes the excitement that accompanies finding the tiny gold flakes .
"Even if you are standing in knee-deep
icy water with stiff fingers shakin' the
pan, you'd be surprised how warm it'll
get when you go to findin' it."
Sleepy, Bill and Ralph use a
homemade sluice for sampling the many
beds that dot McCormick County. Their
sluice is mounted so that it floats, and a
long nozzle sucks up more rock in an
hour than a person could pan in a day. A
series of rifts on the body of the machine
snags the rocks and a carpet beneath
catches any gold that might fall out. A
slow smile comes across his weathered
face, and, with eyes shining, Sleepy
claims, "I've found a right good-sized
chunk on a ridge that runs about a mile
across town. "
Although no gold is now mined commercially here, the community hosts an
annual Gold Rush Day around July 4 to
celebrate its heritage. In addition to a
beauty pageant, popular bands and
good food, thousands come to pan gold
at designated spots and visit several
shafts and a tunnel located on a hilltop in
town. The moist stone walls of the tunnel
are dotted with notches where miners
once placed their candles . From the
opening to a distance of about 20 feet is
easy walking, and the eerie darkness
takes a person back into history, accompanied only by gigantic crickets that
cling to the damp walls.
Some yards away from this tunnel is
an old muddy shaft lined with timber
where a miner was killed. The brakes on
a donkey cart had broken, the miner
looked to investigate the commotion
going on above, and the ore bucket fell
on him.
Many companies still retain mineral
rights to the land in this county, and as
one unhappy home builder has discovered, it is wise to check out the possibility of attached mineral rights in any area
that has been extensively mined. One
local fellow, his home half-finished,

gold and quartz called the Sheepshead
Nugget was discovered in the 1890s. In
1934 the White Star Milling Company
built a flotation plant nearby to treat ore
from the area, but closed two years later.
Little activity occurs there today, however, and along with a couple of empty
ore carts nearby, the abandoned shafts
that dot the forest are inhabited only by
large, shy bullfrogs. Several buildings
are still intact, and old faded checks and
work reports are scattered about, all
dated in the thirties.
In nearby Cherokee County stands
Southern Gold Mine, also abandoned.
Surrounded by bits of rusting equipment, the ore carts and disheveled remnants of tracks issue a silent welcome
after a brief trudge through the woods.
In 1962, a Canadian company speculated
here unsuccessfully.
Most geologists and professionals
dismiss the possibility for commercial
gold mining in the future of this state. As
in the past, ambiguous mineral rights
and a shortage of qualified labor pose
obstacles. Current mining regulations
are stricter, and labor costs are astroriomical . Francis Fitzgerald,
----one industry representative
whose company is
drilling
for

found that his bank won't float a loan for
the balance because mineral rights are
attached.
Some of the old shafts go to depths of
175 feet and still lie open. The water table
was a constant problem for miners, and
water stands in many of the pits now.
The Brewer Mine in Chesterfield
County, ranking third in production, is
not opento the public. Production began '
there around 1828, and both placer and
lode deposits have been worked. The
lode contains quartz and sulfides. There
is also topaz in the area, although not the
gem variety.
Fourth in county production is York
County, whose Smyrna area holds 36
known locations. As recently as 1963, the
Dixie-Carolina Shaft at the Ross=Carroll
Mine was tested. With a Canadian
geologist' s recommendation, the
Dixie-Carolina Mining Corporation
planned to operate mines in three
locations-U8 acres at the Martin tract,
202 acres at the Ross-Carroll (Wolfe
Creek) tract, and 84.8 acres at the Hardin
tract. The corporation conjectured that
modem techniques would elevate South
Carolina once again to a leading position
in gold mining. After a short exploit,
however, finances were drained and
the project was dropped.
It was in a field near the
Martin Mine that legend claims
a 27- pound mass of

FORMER
PRODUCTIVE
GOLD MINES
1. Haile
2. Dorn
3. Brewer
4. Ross-Carroll
5. Martin
6. Hardin
7. Southern
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barium sulfate in McCormick
County, says: "Most mining companies
test and go where the dollar is. In many
respects, there is a shortage of raw materials, but interest is always there because
mineral companies still hold rights to
much of the land."
Yet most conventional mining companies are not equipped for gold production. According to state geologist Norman K. Olson, "Gold mining is usually
done by an investors' group, such as
bankers and businessmen, who hire a
geological consultant and subcontract it
out. Localizing the ore is the tough part
of gold prospecting. The companies
with a long history of exploration just
play the percentages looking for one
good strike."
In this state, deposits are loosely
categorized into two kinds, placer and
lode. A placer is a deposit of sand or

Right-Miners were lowered and returned to the surface in this ore bucket .
Below-The tunnel and stamp mill (below right) are now part of the gold mining display at the famous Reed Min e.
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gravel containing eroded particles of
gold. Natural weathering of larger rocks
near the earth's surface loosens these
deposits. When gravity or stream action
moves the sand or gravel, the gold that
settles can be panned, for usually the
finer material is near the top. Often these
placers are near a lode, which is a vein of
gold deposited between non-metallic
layers of rock. According to "Gold Resources in South Carolina (State Development Board, Division of Geology,
1966), "stream valleys immediately
downstream from a known lode are
good places to prospect for placers." In
the early days of production, most of the
gold came from placers. One of the most
su.ccessful placer deposits was the Brewer Mine in Chesterfield County, where
the sand shows rifts, possibly created by
waves against an ancient coastline .
The gold occurring in lodes is often

more difficult and speculative to acquire.
Lodes exist in a stationary expanse of
rock, although some surface erosion may
have occurred. The geologic activity
which formed such deposits is thought
to have occurred as many as 600 million
years ago . In areas of the state such as
Lancaster County, it is theorized that
volcanic emanations formed the deposits, and geologist Olson says, "The
most common rock association, say for
Kershaw and Lancaster Counties, is the
host rock argillite, a mudstone deposit
transformed by relatively low heat and
pressure in the process of mountain
building. The argillite was formed
first-gold comes in hydrothermal solutions. Before it was set in veins, volcanic emanations came from deep
within the earth's crust-perhaps 10 to
30 miles to the source of magmatic materials in Kershaw County, you might find
volcanic ash. Geologists specializing in
the origin of Southern Appalachian gold
believe the Haile Mine was a volcanic
center."
Gold occurs throughout the earth's
crust and is even found in sea water. In
1859, South Carolina ranked third in
Southeastern gold production. In this
century, other minerals have become
more profitable. The current 368 working mines yield substances such as
kaolin, limestone and vermiculite. These
sources outweigh the risk of speculating
for gold. According to Olson, there was,
in the early seventies, "a pretty good
flurry among six or seven companies,
some subsidiaries of old companies
seeking gold. One was diversified and
mined kaolin, and a South African company was also represented here at one
time. During the past year, there have
been maybe four active companies."
The net result of this heritage is manifested today in gutted portions of land.
One ironic consequence in McCormick
was the cave-in of the County Health
Center parking lot. It had been built over
an old tunnel , one of many honeycombed under the present town.
"Of course, the mining companies
want to be good neighbors, but they
want to avoid anything too extreme,"
Olson says. "For instance, one proposed
regulation stipulates that flashing lights
and flags should be on streams for boaters at night where mining is going on.
But the companies reason that this
would attract too many people. Also,
they're arguing about bringing sand pits
right next to property lines, but agricultural proponents argue that this would

drain the adjoining land. Stream pollution might conceivably be a problem-I
think everything should be done to prevent the degradation of streams. Some of
the older mines, in the course of
weathering, might have weak sulfuric
acid in the water."
Besides possible ecological effects, reclaiming the pits is another problem.
Currently, when reclaimed, rock quarries are usually filled with water. A regulation stipulating that topsoil be replaced
has been dropped by the Mining Council. Some environmentalists fear that diluting current mining regulations might
give companies the power to change the
course of streams .
An alternative to absolute neglect of
these old sites is exemplified by the famous Reed Mine near Charlotte, North
Carolina. This area serves as a state park,
and related objects of i.nterest are on display in a small museum there. South
Carolinian Pete Nash, formerly a fishing
guide at Santee, pans for gold on a regular basis at Reed Mine and donates his
fmds to the museum.
Panning for gold still has recreational
value. One enthusiastic Columbian,
John Chapman, firmly believes in its
recreational value, and pans
at a place near Camden on
weekends. Regarding the
potential for gold there, he
insists, "The g eolo gis ts
are wrong!" He has had

his site assayed by out-of-state firms
several times with varying results. People like Chapman, Sleepy Scruggs and
Bill Moody, if for nothing else, enjoy
their weekend hobby for the sheer
glimmer of gold and the tingle along the
spine when the shiny stuff is seen. There
is a rumor of current tests for gold at the
Haile, but it is unsubstantiated.
The process of panning appears deceptively simple, but it requires skill and
involves the right gyrations of the standard pan, rocking on the heels and sloshing just the right amount of water so that
the gold settles out to the bottom when
the other larger pieces have washed
away. Handy items are a first aid kit,
pick and shovel, tweezers, pan and a vial
for storing your find. A wire basket is
convenient though not necessary. Good
knowledge of locale and an experienced
old timer are also invaluable, for an
amateur can pan all day and then lose the
gold if he shakes too hard or without the
proper rhythm. After the gravel and dirt
are scooped into the basket,
it should be removed.
When the pan is
dipped in the
water, a small

amount of water should seep into
the mixture. The pan is rotated gently
and slowly until black silt and gold
gradually settle out.
"Prospectors" should never visit a site
without the owner's permission. Caution should also be taken, for shafts can
cave in without warning. To develop a
claim, rights must be acquired from the
owner. Getting rights also depends on
state and federal laws and good places to
go for information are the U.S. Bureau of
Land Management, the Geological Survey, the Land Resources Commission
and the Mining Council.
In 1966, when the Geological Survey
calculated gold production in this state at
$11,158,875, the value per ounce was $35.
The quest and lust for gold is as old as
civilization; the subject is mentioned in
over 10 chapters of the Bible. With gold
recently bringing more than $500 per
ounce in some markets, fantasies of finding gold are as likely as ever. Perhaps the
future holds a "rush" for Carolina, when
once again she might be at the top of the
glimmering heap in gold production . .-,

Specialthanksfor technical
advice and a day of prospecting to Mrs. Hazel Pittman,
the South Carolina Geology
Department, Sleepy Scruggs
and Bill Moody.

A tank. an are cart and oth er
parts are scattered atthe RossCarroll and Southern mine
sites like lone pieces of an old
miner's puzzle .
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by Margaret Pridgen
I and all theJamilies oj my kinJolks lived Jor nearly two centuries in two
old and Jertile valleys at the foot of the Blue Ridge Mountains in the
northwest part of our paradise: . .. It was a land of smokehouses ·and
sweet-potato patches, ofjried Pies and dried fruit and of lazy big bumblebees
buzzing in the sun-a country of deep dark poo&, of the soaring spirit, of
little rooms stored with apples . . . We are farmers, all Democrats and
Baptists-a strange people, complicated and simple and proud and religious
and family-loving, a divorce/ess, Bible-reading, murdersome lot ofjolks, all
of us rich in ancestry and steeped in tradition and emotionally quick on the
trigger.

-"Red Hills and Cotton"

As you travel west along S. C Highway 11 past the
small mill towns, tidy peach orchards and neat brick
farmhouses of northern Spartanburg County, you
gradually notice off to your right a series of gentle peaks
and narrow gaps. Growing a lighter shade of smoky
blue as they recede northward, they look almost unreal,
like a picture postcard or the painted backdrop for a
Nelson Eddy movie projected onto the horizon just
outside your car window
The Blue Ridge Mountains-that's the right name
for them. And there's Hogback! I'd know it anytime. But
as you draw closer, swinging around to the southwest,
the distinctive curved-back shape gets harder to make
out. If it weren't for the television tower, you might not
recognize it at all.
If it is autumn, the uniform blue haze soon gives way
to bright shades of red, green, orange and yellowblack gum and sourwood, pine and hemlock, black oak
and poplar-all as colorful as a bowl of hard candy at
Christmas.
If you venture off the main road to do a little
exploring, men in passing pickup trucks will show you
their brakelights as they peer after you through rear
view mirrors. Women picking collard greens or hanging
wash will stop what they're doing to cock their heads
and stare boldly till you're out of sight.
But if you stop for a time at the crossroads grocery,
old men and young will smile and chat freely Bit by bit
they volunteer information on the way they live, and
insight into the land they call home.
'Me and my brother we killed a chicken one time,
caught it in a trap and broke its neck and buried it out
back Can you believe it?," the old man laughs. ''What a
good chicken supper we couldve had, but we was kids,
you know
"Red Hil& and Cotton: An Upcountry Memory" by Ben Robertson.
Reprinted by permission of The University of South Carolina Press.
Copyright © 1942, Ben Robertson. Copyright © 1960, University of
South Carolina Press.
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Above-Once an apple orchard, this section of the Eastatoe Valley
. sparkles in autumn with the bright yellow and green of poplar, the
reddish orange of maple and the browns of broom sedge. Right-Dk£
his ancestors, Charlie Peek of Six Mile has lived in the Carolina
mountains long enough to absorb many a good tale from the hills
around him.
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"Ma, she found out about it and we run to the
barn-we had them ladders all around, you know And
every time she'd start up the laddeJ; we'd push it back.
She hollered, 'Young men'- I can see her with her
finger now, saying ---.!Young men, \'1\ get you when you
get down!'
'Well, directly we was down and playing in the yard,
you know, and boy, she frailed in on us! She like to have
killed us." Eighty years later he wags his head mournfully, "She was purty good, that old girl."
This is the Blue Ridge and foothills region of South
Carolina-a puzzling land where close-mouthed people will speak volumes about their personal histories and
family lives. It's a land of Baptist churches and buck
dancing, of sparkling rivers and muddy streams, of lush
forests punctuated by bare granite outcrops, a land of
law-and-order, blockade stills and honest men who tell
outrageous tales. Its people-the oldtimers,
anyway-are friendly but stem, Christian and unforgiving, easygoing and violent, neighborly and bigoted
In short, the people, like the mountains themselves, are
deceiving-not as forbidding as your first thought, not
as benign as your second.

I and my kinfolks are Southerners of the inland and uplcmd South. We
and the 10 million like us call ourselves the backbone of the Southern regions,
the hickory-nut homespun Southerners, who while doing a lot of talking
have a~o done a lot of work. We are of Scotch-Irish stock. improved Scots
of Ulster extraction, and it has never been said of any of us that we have
held back from sounding our horn. We are plain people and our houses are
plain-you will not find on our front piazzas tall white columns holding
up the roof
- 'Red Hills and Cotton"
The first white men in the mountains of South
Carolina were of Scotch-Irish descent, traders and
settlers come down through the mountain valleys of
North Carolina from Virginia and Pennsylvania. Men
like Scotsman James Adair bartered cloth and shells and
guns for deer hides, furs and herbs. Cornelius Keith,
who settled the Oolenoy River valley near Table Rock
in Pickens County, is believed to have come here from
Loch Lomond by way of Virginia in 1743.
At that time the whole of upstate South Carolina was
still Indian country Stretching along the banks of the
Keowee River was a town of perhaps 3,000 Cherokee,
with hunting grounds fanning out for thousands of
square miles up into the mountains to what is now
Cherokee, North Carolina. They called the mOlmtains
the "Great Blue Hills of God "
The early relationship between the Indians and scattered whites was harmonious. A treaty signed in 1730
pledges "Peace and Friendship between ye English and
ye Cherokees, as long as ye Mountains and Rivers shall
last or ye Sun shine." But before long the friendship
began to sour because of increasing settlement pressures
and unscrupulous traders. Fort Prince George, one of
three outposts built in Cherokee territory, was begun in
1753. It came to figure prominently in the Cherokee
war which started in 1760, a skirmish set within the
larger French and Indian conflict.
Peace brought more white settlers into the region
until, by 1777, the Cherokees had been squeezedoutof

all of South Carolina except for a tiny sliver in what is
now the extreme northwestern corner of Oconee
County Even that was ceded by 1816, more than 20
years before the forced removal of the Cherokee Nation from Georgia and Tennessee along the infamous
Trail of Tears.
Removal of the Indian threat brought more settlers
down through the valleys of the Blue Ridge from the
north and up the rivers and trails from the south. By the
mid-1850s, there was a flourishing German settlement
at Walhalla. Resort hotels there and at Glassy Mountain
and Table Rock meant Lowcountry tourists could escape the "malarious" coastal weather in the summer.
The people who settled in the mountains hunted and
fished to put meat on the dinner table-mostly trout
and small game like squirrel and rabbit, but also deer
and wild turkey and even bear. Most raised a few cattle
and hogs, who fattened themselves on the forest floor's
abundant supply of mast They required little tending.
'The hogs was so fat there on that mountain they
wouldn't go a hundred yards away from just a-feeding
under those big chestnut trees, remembers Charlie
Peek of Six Mile. 'Those fat hogs-oh, that was the
finest meat you ever eat in your life."
Vegetables, potatoes and com were grown, and
often small grains like wheat, oats and rye. Aourbread
was a treat, though. More often it was cornbread or
"gritted bread' made from field corn too hard to eat and
too green to shell and mill.
/I

Above-Homes in the mountains are often tucked away from the
mainstream of tourist traffic and need carry little pretense of monetary
value.
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For breakfast there'd be bread or pancakes with cane
syrup,or there'd be apple butter from large stone crocks
covered with a white cloth dipped in beeswax. The
mountain people knew a hundred things to do with
apples They bleached them, dried them, jellied them
and pressed them into cider. Coffee was sometimes
improvised from parched grains or parched sweet
potatoes.
Farming put food on the table but "lumbering, that
was our mainstay where we got our money." There was
not much money to go around in the days between the
Civil War and World War II. If a child was lucky, he took
a ham biscuit to school for lunch; if not, a chunk of
breakfast cornbread or an apple.
Children spent most of their spare time doing chores
·Iike fetching water from the creek, carding wool or
gathering chestnuts, chinquapins, walnuts and hickory
nuts. Christmas meant an orange and a stick of peppermint candy.
On Sundays, if the preacher was not making his
monthly visit, a boy and his friends might amuse themselves scaring up yellow jacket nests with dogwood
brooms or playing 'squirrel. " Charlie Gravely explains
the game: 'We'd get out in the edge of the woods where
there was small trees, you know-climb a tree and see
how far we could go, lean hit over, catch on another
tree. That'us the recreation we had back in the teens."

Medical care was similarly improvised. Part common
sense, part superstition and part tradition, its practitioners were almost all women who began by nursing
children and delivering babies and graduated to the
rank of "doctor. "
"Mama, she was the best pneumonia doctor that's
ever been, " vows Charlie Peek. ' If I was to have
pneumonia today I'd pick her way before I would a
doctor. " In the summertime she would take small strips
of cloth and mark the herbs to be gathered in the
fall-butterfly root, black snake root, mullen and ginseng. ". That bone set tea, that was the bitterest stuff you
ever took. It'd burst up a cold, though."
'And then she'd use a little mountain dew, too: says
Peek. 'Well, you know, 80 percent of your . cold
medicine you get today in that liquid form, that's all it
is-alcohol. "
Fall of the year was everybody's favorite time.
Wagons were loaded with apples, potatoes, cabbages,
chestnuts and dried beans ("Ieatherbreeches'). Even the
kids got to go along, camping and peddling along the
way to Anderson or Pendleton where they would trade
for sugar, coffee and shoes for the winter.
Because they cling to the extreme southern and
eastern fringes and foothills of the Blue Ridge, the
mountain people of South Carolina have never been as
isolated and in-bred as the reclusive Smoky Mountain
people chronicled by Horace Kephart in his definitive
1913 study, "Our Southern Highlanders." Kephart, who
abandoned a stifling academic career to live among the
mountaineers from 1904 until his death in 1931 , was
sympathetic and non-judgmental of his adopted
neighbors, placing them in perspective withfn a value
system held over from the 18th century. Nevertheless,
his book has been at least an indirect source of many of
the negative things people think they know about the
Southern mountaineer. He devotes much space to the
highlander's poverty, ignorance, moonshining and lawless feuding.
On some points, however, Kephart's observations
are as true today of the South Carolina mountaineer as
of his spiritual brothers in the Appalachian region .

Our mountain farmers were cut off more from the world and from
each other, were thrown still more upon their individual resources, than
other pioneers. By compulsion their self-reliance was more complete;
hence their independencegrew more haughty, their individualism more
intense. And these traits, l?Xaggerated as they were by force of
environment, remain un weakened among their descendants to the
present day Here, then, is a key to much that is puzzling in highland
character.

Above-In the middle ofa Long Creek apple orchard, this mountain
mongrel stops chomping to give the same long look his hu~
neighbors often wear.
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The very land itself-the peaks and ridges, the
rocky trails and laurel thickets---enforced upon the
mountain settler a physical isolation and spiritual independence that remains today the hallmark of a mountain man.
"Most of our people have gone off to town now to
work," says George Case, owner of the Pumpkintown
General Store. 'The farming they do is more or less to
feed themselves, not for cash money. But I still don't
think this has changed the character of the people or
their independence. They're the kind of people that like
to be self-sufficient, and this is still ingrained in the

Left-Hard work with the fruits of their hills, as typifieil by these hands, have
allowed mountaineers the sort of independence they cherish. Below- Ruth Swafford
keeps her roadside apple shed 011 US 76 right in front of her home in umg Creek.
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Above-The Stumphouse Mountain J30ys draw a crowd at (uzzin's General Store
in Walhalla, where owner Robert Lowry holds an inJormal musical get-together
every Saturday night. Right-From this view oj hills dropping back into hills, it's
easy to understand why this site was named Walhalla, German Jor "paradise oj
the gods."
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people I know in the area. They like to depend upon
themselves and they just don't like anyone else to
meddle with them too much
'They're afraid, I think, that people are going to
infringe on them. That's why you still see these big
tracts of land up here. They just don't want anybody
around. You can't just go up in this part of the country
and buy land, and it's simply because they don't want
you around."
From this attitude, people often infer mistakenly that
mountain people are unfriendly Skeptical would be a
better word. They assess you a long time-sometimes
years-before deciding whether you are worthwhile or
not.
'The mountain people are wonderful people," says
photographer Bill Payne, a "newcomer" who has been in
Pickens 15 years. 'They're tremendously friendly if you
let them be friendly in their own way And if you
befriend a mountain person, he11 not forget it. If you do
him wrong, he won't forget that, either."
.
It's not hard to understand the logical extension that
makes isolated, self-reliant loners in a hard land the most
willing, helpful neighbors in a pinch The mountaineer
feels no shame in asking honestly for help. He would
not ask if he did not need it; he never asks that it is not
given.
One old man in his eighties tells a story about the
Spanish flu epidemic in 1918. It was in the crucial fall of
the year when an entire family of seven was stricken at
once: •All stretched, they couldn't even get out of bed."
He was dragging wheat with a pair of mules when his
brother rode up and said, 'Will Dillard and all his folks is
sick You got to go wait on 'em. "
'Well, I just dropped the traces and rode the mules in
here to the barn and rode on up there," he says. He
stayed with the family eight days, milking, cooking and
doing all their chores with his own crop still in the field.
"He was a good neighbor of ours in the mountains, and I
couldn't-well, I just had to do it," he explains
If it was good to have neighbors in times of trouble, it
was absolutely essential to have family A clannish quality that probably can be traced back to the Scottish
Highlands still exists among the mountain people today,
though to a lesser extent than in the past. But they still
keep up with kinfolks and know who has married or
been born, and especially who has died One young
girl tells proudly of visiting the cave near Loudon,
Tennessee, where her great-grandfather hid outto keep
from being drafted by the Confederates during the
Civil War.
They write slim volumes of family history that grow
into thick genealogies. They are great tellers of family
tales, which begin to take on legendary proportions in
the telling and re-telling. Charlie Peek had a grandfather
who killed an II -foot mountain lion with an ax and was
known forever after as "Panther Bill' Peek (or 'Painter'
Bill, as the mountain folks would pronounce it. )

how quickly the water of the Uttle muddy stream could foul all the clean pure
water of the big one. Our Great-aunt Narcissa said to us: "A wonderful
example of sin."
- "Red Hil~ and Cotton"
Next to the family, the church is the most important
social institution in the South Carolina mountains. The
hill people are a deeply spiritual lot, believing in church
three times a week, total immersion and lively, entertaining preachers. One man says unhesitatingly: "I used
to drink right smart and when my daughter was a
baby-she was about two years old-I finally heard a
good sermon preached, you know, and I said, Well,
here I am now raising this young'un and I ain't fit to raise
her. Lord, I guess 111 just surrender it all.' And I been a
real Christian now for almost 40 years."
Mountain homes may not all be impressive-one
fellow says his house, built in the 1800s, is "not much,
but it'll do to live in yet"-but the churches are show
places. Rural congregations build huge brick religion
plants that cost hundreds of thousands of dollars and
then payoff the mortgage in 10 years.
"About the only organized spcial group you have in a
community is the church," says George Case, who in
addition to owning Pumpkintown's only store and restaurant is sometimes interim pastor at nearby Mt. Tabor
Baptist Church "It becomes a natural thing," he says,
"that many things originate in the church. It's easy to get
hold of the pastor, it's easy for him to make announcements on Sunday, and the basic community is there."
Church reunions, or "homecomings," are big events
requiring weeks of preparation. One man told of a
picnic at his boyhood church that attracted 1, 000 peo-

Above - Dke the other Protestant churches here, Rocky Bottom
Baptist Church represents one oj the only social centers jor
mountain communities.

Twelve Mile in our valley is a narrow muddy stream, red with eroded
clay, hut Krowee is wide and clear and crystal-pure, a swift river of the
SPirit flowing out of pine altd oak and poplar forests. One time many years
ago my Great-aunt Narcissa took us to a high cUff to look down on our
two streams just w,here they come together. She wished us to see for ourselves
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pIe. Two long tables stretched "from here to the road
over yonder' -a distance of about 30 yards-all laden
with fried chicken, garden vegetables, biscuits and fruit
pies.
[n contrast to this down-home, church-going picture
of the mountain people is the opposite image-the
shadoWY, lawless, moonshining side of the mountain
life. 'Oh, ever old family had a still near about," says
Charlie Peek. 'There weren't no other way to make a
living back in them days,' another adds. .
The old-time mountaineers call it 'blockading' instead of moonshining, an indication that distilling was
thought to be more akin to good, honest tax evasion
than criminal behavior.
Kephart claims the making of illicit liquor in the
Southern highlands can be traced back to Scotland and
[reI an d, to the Whiskey Rebellion in Pennsylvania in
the 1790s, to economic necessity and to the mountain
topography itself:

Wt5tern Pennsylvania, and the mountains southward, had been
settkd, as we have seen, by the Scotch-Irish; men who had broutJht
with them a fondnt5s for whiskey. a certain knack in making it, and
an intense hatred of excise, on general as well as special principles.
There were few roads across the mountains, and these few were
execrabk-so bad, indeed, that it was impossibk for the
backwoods men to bring their corn and rye to market, except in a
concentrated form . . . When the newly created Congress passed an
excise law, it virtually placed a heavy tax on the poor mountaineers'
grain, an4 kt .the grain of the wealthy eastern farmers pass on to
market WIthout a cent of charge.

This bit of injustice could not go unchallenged by the
independent mountain people, and they have been
thumbing their noses at tax laws and prohibition laws
off and on ever since, at times with tacit community
approval. Back in the 1940s, shortly after he became fire
ranger in Pickens County, Charlie Gravely was called
on to help put out a fire near a blockade still at Rocky
Bottom The grateful distiller offered the firemen a
drink, which some of them took.
'They got satisfied and we went on out, " Gravely
says. "But [ told that feller, [says, 'Now, I don't think I've
got a man in the crowd11 give you away on this. ' And he
thanked me, and r says, Thank you for coming and
getting me.
'And he remained at that same still spot a little better
than a year-made good com liquor and a lot of it, and
was getting a fair price for it, too. He sold it to pretty
good people so he didn't get turned in, not there.
"But he cut all the wood out that was handy around
there and he couldn't get no wood in, so he moved
across the road leading to Sassafras Tower, over on the
other side of the mountain. In three weeks time, the law
got him, cut him down.
"Somebody'd told on him," he says.
In the course of his fire control work, Gravely came
across many such blockade stills, but he says now, 'That
moonshine was back there in the' thirties and forties,
and then in the fifties it kind of got away We don't have
any bootleg stills now "
But like some other mountain arts-quilting, clogging, dulcimer making, Blue Grass music and
others-moonshining is showing new signs of life.
Corn alcohol may be making a comeback, this time as a
fuel additive to stretch gasoline supplies. Former blockaders now bear the title 'energy consultants.'
It's symbolic, in a way, of the manner in which events
often come full circle, the threads of life unraveling only
to entwine again farther down the rope. In their semiisolation, the mountain people of South Carolina have
never quite lost their capacity to fend for themselves, to
amuse
themselves, to feed and heal themselves. They
Above-Bootleg stills are no longer prevalent in the Carolina hills, but
appear
to us as a great reservoir of resourcefulness and
this art may be revived to serve our need for gasabol as an alternahard-won
knowledge and we, with our tape recorders
tive fuel.
and cameras and craft fairs and sociological studies, are
hungry to tap what they know and have experienced.
And they, thanks be, are willing to share it ,""'"
Margaret Pridgen is a science writer at Gemson .University
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